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I

fl\TTRODUCTION

Drcfting, the nucleus of indu$trial activity

and.

advancement, has been expressed wid.ely as the "1anuage
of industry" in order to accent its extreme importance
in this technological age.

The evolution of present in-

dustrial production methods has placed heavy demands on
careful planning for the attainment of peak efficiency.
ICass

production has depended on drafting, not only in

scheduling and directing individual efforts toward a
conunon end,

but in minimizing trial and error proce-

dure; thus a high degree of efficiency has been echieved.

Technoloica1 advancement has resulted by emalga-

mating the visions of the industrial scientist, the inventor, and the designer through this medium of concise,

graphic expression.

From the inception of an idea

through its incubation period and f inally to the realization of its intended purpose, drafting, in varied

forni,

has been instrumental in the modifications effecting its

refinement.
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All
ment of

who

have taken part in the

this country

have

industrial achievebeen cognizant of this 'len-

guage."

Drafting has been rightly considered
guage

differing from

not be spoken.

Like

a

most languages only in

all

languages

it

technical len-

tht it

can-

has been grounded

alphabet; however, lines instead of characters
have been used. It further parallels any cultural lenguage in that its conventional andidioinatic representations, comparable to granmatical construction and idioms
peculiar to a given language, have been established
through popular usage. These conventions and idioms
have formulated the principles which nust be understood
and observed when the "language' is to be written or
read. The hih school, early to recognize the importance
of literacy in the "language, annexed it to its curriculuni in a effort to administer these drafting priilcipies to those preparing themselves for industrial life.
The machine age hes given impetus to the importance
of drafting in all walks of life, and as en adjustive
measure, some high schools have extended their offering
of drafting in an effort to include all who have desired
it in light of general education. This adjustment deon an

veloped from the intent ion of the high school to nurture
the nation's youth in the broad aim of citizenship, not

3

in specific vocations.

Proni a

study of the general

educational values and social habits contributed by
high school drafting, Cox (12:239)* concluded:

High school drafting is a valuable subject
The values derived from it
will prove beneficial to any pupil in or out
of school.
Pupils studying this subject learn
hppreciation of good work,
They learn how to
be alert and look for the worthvhiie, vthich is
a good educational aid in any vocation or high
school subject. The pupil will receive as many
educational values and social habits from this
subject as can be obtained from almost any
other high school subject.
in the curriculum.

Drafting must be generalized in order to benefit the
greatest number of pupils, for a universal, vocational
treatment of drafting in the high school would be

warranted as census statistics will disclose.

un-

Accord-

ing to the 1940 census, there were 52,789,000 persons

over 14 years of age gainfully employed in the United

States with only 111,805 of these individuals listed
as either designers or draftsmen;

there were 88,191.

of the latter group,

These figures do not imply that

drafting is not important; rather they connote the relatively small number who serve as the scribes for industry.

Those individuals in industry who are requir-

ed to have a knowledge of the

languaget' far outnumber

First number refers to the corresponding numbered
item in the bibliography. The second number refers to
the page of the reference.
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the actual draftsmen.

Svensen (40:1) has written con-

cernin

the status oí drafting, "Since this is an engi-

neerin

age,

it is necessary ror practically everyone

to have some knowledge of,

and some ability to read

drawings, sketches, end diagrams."
In generalizing drafting to keep abreast of the

trend in education, the scope and methods employed in

teaching it

had.

to be modified.

The content of the in-

troductory course was broadened to offer the maximum
number of experiences in the time alloted.

The broaden-

ed content would assist in the guidance of the pupil's

choice of vocation, emphasize the practical epplication
of drafting, and influence the individual's daily life.
There the masses were to be enlightened

(not just those

ìth a definite purpose) teaching methods, beginning with

course planning and carrying through the method of presentation,

took on a new flavor.

The high degree of

manipulative skill, recuired of tue former vocational
emphasis, gave ground to the inclusion of more and

varied information topics for the development of an in-

formed individual.

The project method,

individual in-

terest grouping, etc., have been advanced as possible

over-all approaches in the enlightenment of pupils in
drafting practices; however, other methods of less

5

magnitude have evolved to encompass specific techniques and understanding of drafting theory.

The many

worthwhile methods of teaching drafting in current use
have stemmed from the aim of instructional efficiency

exalted by industrial arts teachers cognizant of the
ever-changing industrial practices.
Definitions of Terminology
In order to avoid any confusion in the readerts

mind, the following terms, so widely and sometimes care-

lessly used, are defined to facilitate the comprehension
of their application in this study, as the writer in-

terpreted them.
Drafting.
ject,

The linear description of any value or ob-

executed either freehand or mechanically.

Drafting Theory.

Includes the principles and conven-

tional standards peculiar to drafting.

Freehand Drawing. Synonymous with freehand drafting or
technical sketching where drafting theory is executed without the aid of mechanical devices.

By

analogy, it may be considered the shorthand form
of drafting.

:echanicai Dr&fting. Also referred to as mechanical

drawing where drafting is formally executed with
the aid of instruments.

Industrial Arts.

The terni implies generality as charac-

teristic of the subject it modifies; a broad pupil ex-

perience is the aim.
Area.

Denotes a specific unit or integral part of any

organized whole.
General Education.
luin

All those experiences of the curricu-

contributing toward the cultural background of

the pupil.

Statement of the Problem
Those concerned with the presentation of drafting

theory to the high school pupil maintain two major
schools of thought regarding the treatment of the subject;

the divergence of practices in treatment has been

influenced by the two general divisions of drafting,

mechanical and freehand.

Through the conventional re-

ference to drafting in the high school as

meehanical

drawing", the conservative teacher, representing one
faction, has limited his offering to only the mechanical

aspects of drafting.

Thereas, the more liberal teacher

with a broader interpretation of the subject, representing the other faction, has included the freehand drawing

method as a supplement to his instrumental program for
introducing theory as well as annexing another form of
pupil activity.
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The study was instituted on this variation of

practices which evidenced a clearly defined need for
such a study.

Since industry employs both methods, it

has served as the moderator upon whose composite re-

commendations the values of freehand drawing as an ap-

proach to drafting theory at the secondary school level
have been judged.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to establish tangible

evidence in corroboration of the freehand drawing

method in presenting drafting theory to the beginner
at the secondary school level; the study was broken

down as follows:

detemine the extent to which freehand
drawing is used in the first year drafting
course in the more progressive schools and
in industry.

1.

To

2.

To determine at what point in the learner's
ecperience the freehand. drawing method should
be introduced.

3.

To

4.

To

compare the opinion of teachers and
industrial draftsmen in their justification
of the freehand drawing method in the course
for beginners.

detemine those areas in the beginner's
course of study which lend themselves to
the freehand drawing methods in order to
insure a well rounded knowledge of drafting
theory.

5.

To present criteria which may serve as a
basis for further development of a more
extensive and intensive use of the freehand
drawing method in a beginning drafting
course.

Location of the Study
In order to obtain responses indicative of progres-

sive teaching methods, the city high schools of Los
.L.ngeles

were selected for this study, with the assump-

tion that they would reflect the desired qualities.
The Los ángeles metropolitan area also supports con-

siderable and diversified industry, thus its industries
offered a favorable standard of comparison in evaluating the methods practiced in the classroom.

Subjects

uployed in the Study

The study included three major groups for consider-

ation which were as follows: the high school drafting

teachers, the industrial draftsmen of selected industries, and the employers of the latter group.
The teacher group was comprised of 44 industrial

arts drafting teachers which were distributed throughout the 35 high schools offering drafting in the Los

ngeles City

System.*

*See Appendix C

Selected industries supplied the other two groups
studied in order to get a sampling of the various phases
of drafting.*

In establishing a sampling troia the

various industries represented in the area of the study,
the Los Angeles Chamber of

Coerce

was consulted in

order to ascertain the principal industries.

Aircraft,

motion pictures, and oil well equipment manufacturers
represented the three largest industries; therefore,
they were selected

l'or

this study, since they utilized

drafting to a high degree.

Ten of the best draftsmen

as designated by the employer,

and one employer repre-

sented each of the principal industries.

The balance

of the industrial responses represented some of the more

specialized phases of drafting which included the follow11 architectural,

ing:
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metal, 5 electrical, and 4

machine, 5 structural and sheet
p drafting.

In all cases,

the employer's viewpoint was furnished by either the

personnel director, the chief engineer, or the art director who was cognizant of the

existing

policies

with-

in the industry.

The evidence produced as a result of

derived from the

*

whole hearted cooperation

See Appendix D

this

study was

of 44 teachers,

10

55 draftsmen, and 10 employers which gave a total of

109 individual viewpoints.

Sources of Material for the Study
The material for this study was gathered from the

following sources:
1.

Textbooks devoted to the field of drafting.

2.

Historical references.

3.

Recent writings in periodicals concerning the
developments of drafting in the schools and in
industry.

4.

Los Angeles City Schools curriculum.

5.

"Directory of the Personnel,
Los Angeles City Schools.

6.

A bulletin compiled by the Los Angeles Chamber
of Con3merce entitled, 'Industria1 Firms
p1oyIng 50 or More Persons In the Los Angeles District ."

7.

Interviews with teachers, draftsmen, and the
employers of the latter.
The Method

1946-1947" of the

ployed in the Study

In approaching the problem for obtaining the fullest

possible meaning commensurate with the resources available to the writer, the normative-survey technique was

selected for conducting the study, using the interview
method as the medium for securing the desired data.
This method afforded an opportunity for the writer to

I,'

observe the actual conditions as they existed,
In order to keep the interviews within

limits

and.

meaninru1

systematically record the datumas it

ws

pre-

sented, a questionnaire forni was devised for each group

represented in the study.*

These were designated as

forns T, D, and E, representing the teacher's ,draftsinen's,and. einployer's,respectively.

Direction in the

preparation of these instruments came through an exhaustive review of available literature, in order to ascertain the trends and innovations in drafting practices

both in light of the school and industry.

The factor of

time was realized in their construction which necessitated.

a concentration of pertinent

inquiries in order to

minimize the imposition placed upon the individual being
interviewed.

This generous coneesion to be granted by

the subjects of the study represented. valuable instruc-

tional time on the teacher's part and money in the case
of

industry.

A summation of like data has allowed averages to
be assigned. in representing each factor for comparison

in the final treatment.

To assist in the comparisons,

tabular and graphic forms have been employed.

*

See Appendix B.
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Linitations of the Study
The scope of this study does not include the con-

struction of a program of study in the use of the freehand drawing method; rather, it was directed toward the

collection of evidence which night serve in any future
reform of the present method of teaching drafting.

All investigation was concentrated on the firstyear industrial arts drafting course at the senior high
school level, which is normally presented in the tenth

year in the Los Angeles city high schools.

All of the

responses gained from industry were directed toward this
end.

The criteria advanced have been formulated on the

relatively few cases in the study through the following
assumptions:
1.

That the Los Angeles city high schools were
as representative as any school system would
be in the use of progressive teaching methods.

2.

That the draftsmen and their employers of the
selected industries in the Los Angeles metropolitan area would reflect the current practices in drafting, nation-wide, as well as
offer competent opinions in matters concerning the instruction of the subject.

The validity of this study will be only as great
as the validity of the assumptions upon which it was

established.
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Review of Literature
Authoritative Exeerpts. By applying the general
quotations of authorities to a specific instance, freehand drawing night well serve as the vehicle for pupil

attaimnent of drafting skills.
Since drafting is essentially a subject demanding
skill, Selvidge (37:44) has been quoted as saying,

know how to do
nent of skill;

a thing is the first step

To

in the develop-

to be able to do it efficiently is skill."

Proni another quarter, Bonser

(8:142) sheds light

on the subject of skill frani the functional standpoint

by saying:
.an emphasis upon learning to do and
to do well the things that make up the desirable activities of life instead of merely
nemorizing assigned iaaterials of learning techniques and skills that are but remotely related
to daily life activities.

Specifically, the attributes in sketch making have

been described by Anthony (2:98), who said, "Skill in

making readable sketches is not so much dependent on
the clever handling of a pencil as in well directed

thouiht and observation."

by saying,

t'.

.

Anthony (2:93) continues

.sketches are of the greatest value

in that they may be nade quickly, and by adding the

necessary measurements may be made to serve the purpose of a more finìshed and expensive drawing."

14

Other Studies. These allied efforts have been
shown on the freehand method both with a direct and indirect treatment for the justification of its presence
in the high school drafting course.

Hale (23:2l) made a study supporting the importance of freehand sketching through observing the

f re-

quency of the various forms of graphics appearing before
the public in textbooks, periodicals, and hcndbills. All
of the perused material netted 15,794 drawings covering

an area of 88,434 scjuare inches of literature.

The two

most important forms of drawings before the public's
scrutiny were found to be pictorial forms with a fre-

quency of 4,662 while the freehand sketches ran a very
close second with 4,602.

The balance of the drawings

were distributed over several other forms of graphics;
however, none approached the magnitude of the preceeding forms.

These figures revealed his obvious conclu-

sions.
Freehand, drawing was discovered to be of paramount

importance by a study conducted by Dart (13). Through a

representative sampling of all occupations in the Eugene
(Oregon) metropolitan area, a combined lay opinion ranked.

sketching and freehand drawing in light of useful-

ness, as first of the ten possible areas presented for

their consideration.

The composite rank designated for

sketching and freehand drawing by the three groups of
the study which were the lay public, the jury of educa-

tors, and the drafting

remain first.

upils of the Eugene High School,

This side light

as revealed in his

fort to ascertain the necessary qualities of the

ef-

enmerg-

ing secondary school drafting course.
Textbooks.

Through the complete omission of refer-

ence to the freehand drawing method or because of only a
brief mention of it, many author-authorities of existing

textbooks have indicated it as having a low degree of importance to a drafting course.

This influence may be re-

sponsible for the comparatively undeveloped capacity of
the freehand drawing method in present classroom instruction.

The foregoing may be indicated more fully in

Table I.

Table I

Freehand Drawing Instruction in 25 Selected
Drafting Textbooks

4.uthor
Anthony, Çarthier C.
2)
Badger, 0J3., Others( 3)

Bailey, Charles H.
Bartlett, Frank W.
Blessing, G.,Other
Brodie, Harold T.
Carter, Isaac Ic.

Ellis,

George

(

4)
5)
7)

C

9)

(
(

(10)
(15)

Ernieling, 7., Others(16)
French Thomas
(17)
French T., Others
(18)
Frykiund, V., Others(19)
Gieseck, F., Others (20)
rones, Franklin D., (25)
Tordan, H., Others (26)

Lattlingly,E.,Others(30)
L:ccee, Bicherd Ji.,

(31)
(32)
Peuh, Taines H.
(34)
Roberts, William
(35)
Sahag, Leon Ii.
(36)
Smith, .ti11iam G.
(38)
Svensen, Carl
(40)
Woelìner, R.,Others (45)
Zipprich, Anthony
(4'7)

Orth, H., Others

Pages de-

voted to
Freehand

Date
Pub-

lished pages Drawing
1922
1938
1920
1914
1912
1924
1939
1913
1924
1941
1940
1938
1936
1920
1923
1940
1930
1934
1936
1936
1942
1934
1935
1932
1924

152

8

55
90

12

159
174
23?
255
193
80
611
259
156
530
337
298
217
192
284
195
142
360
223
539
114
128

11
27

2
Z

11

13
5
9

8
4
10
18
6
6

4
12
1
0
6
0

21
4

128

Per

Cent

5.20
21.80
2.20
6.90
15.50
1.30
4.30
6.70
5.30
1.50
3.10
2.50
1.80
5,30
2.00
2.80
2.10
4.22
0.50
0.00
1.50
0.00
3.80
3.50
100.00

authorities devote few pages to actual sketching instruction as shown by Table I, they do profess its

Although some

*mber refers to the bibliographic entry.
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inestimable value to the technical professions.

For

the most part, such values have been included in the

preface as instructions to the teachers.

The extreme

case is represented by Zipprich (47) whose text is de-

signed to instruct the pupil in drafting theory exclusively,

throuh the freehand medium.

Industrial Literature.

Jn indication that the

labors of industrial draftsmen were far too exacting and

time-consuming for all practical purposes, came to light
in a recent article by Drago (14:524) who stated:

Clearness and legibility are all that is
required of any finished drawing.
If a draftsman can be trusted to use his judgement in designing a machine or choosing the infoination
required by the shop man for making it, he
ought to be able to judge when he must use
stiff precision methods or when a free-hand
sketch would be good enough.
.A.bundant

literature may be had concerning the so-

called "production illustration" which George Tharratt
introduced at Douglas

ircraft Corporation in 1939.

This development has dominated the recent drafting

literature in regard to the freehand aspects of drafting.

Since experiments have proven beyond doubt its

favorable effect on the speed of assembly, many other
aircraft concerns have adopted its use.

This form of

drafting impinges on commercial art, and it demands
a more talented individual for its execution.

The

production

illustrator

must

be versed in both

foms

of

drawing, that of the artist as well as the mechanic.

A brief history of freehand
lated

to

drawing

as

it is

re-

drafting will be traced in Chapter II reveal-

ing incidents and exponents

in

its

use.

The review is

treated in both a general and specifically educational
nature.

CHkPTER II

A HISTORICAL

RIL1

Dr&fting Through the Ages
The Inception.

The definite origin of dr&wing has

been obscured in the wake of time; however, in the pre-

historic era delineation as an aid to human expression
in the events of life is manifest in the picture writing
on the walls of caves.

Probably before utterances were

coherently systematized, man conmtmicated with his fellows using lines in representing his mental image with
some degree of likeness.
the human figure

end.

Since primitive drawings of

animals exist, made by the cave men

at a time long before the innovation of writing, drv;ing

can be considered the outcome of a desire to imitate and
a natural aptitude possessed by man.

The graphic re-

cords of these early concepts and their subsequent de-

velopment stand as witnesses today to impress us vdth
the vast way in which graphics have contributed to our

heritage.

Ancient.

With uncertainty, early Egyptian civili-

zation, dating back some seventy centuries, has been

accredited with the first use of graphics as an aid in
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architectural p1annin. Evidences of the ancient's
crude draftsmanship have been discovered in the Íorm

of rough sketches depicting a stepped pyramid on the
base stones of what is assumed to be the

first

pyraniid

proper.

Other graphic solutions of design used by early

Egtian

builders were recorded

on

trestle boards, ele-

vated stone tablets, on which the working drawings were
engraved. They were strategically placed about the con-

struction area in order to facilitate the workers by
furnishing then with the needed inforxaation.
Unlike the other ancient civilizations for which we
have no tangible record of architectural graphics, the
Egyptians have revealed their early method of planning
through the permenence of the naterial on which they
were inscribed. This definite lack of tangible graphics
for the many ancient civilizations leads Waffle (43:
332) to say, "Though there is a wealth of available information relative to the early structural accomplishments, there seems to be a missing link between the design and execution of the ancient works."
The monumental achievements of ancient civiliza-

tions such as the pyramids

and temples

built during the

Egyptian Dynasties, the temples of L:esopotcniia of ap-

proximately the same era, and
and engineering

feats of the

later, the great edifices
C-reeks and Romans

bear
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witness for the doubtless necessity of careful and extensive planning preceding their construction.
is

There

possibility that the planning was kept in a fluid

state with the architect constantly at the scene of con-

struction directing the workers and altering the plans
to meet the

roblems as they arose.

With further evidence that drawing must have
served the ancient architects, Waffle, (43:332) relates:

For landscape and architecture, there was
adopted an ingenious combination of drawing,
both in ground plan and in the elevation, to express the idea in the simplest and clearest manner possible.
Probably the most concrete of
these indications is arnong the Ohaldean statues.
On the knees of one image lies a tablet intended
to receive an inscription or design.
Another
similar statue, of smaller proportions, holds on
its knees the saLle kind of tablet on which the
plan of a fortress, with its bastions and posterns, is engraved in outline just as an architect of the present day would dravi it. A gredusted rule, subdivided into fractions of unequal but proportional length is carved in relief
beside the plan for which it serves as a scale.
Finally, at the side lies the stylus with which
the architect engraved his design.
Aristotle, during the third century B.C., professed the interdependence of design end architecture
and the subordination of fine arts to architecture

which inferred the necessity of architects in the unified planning and construction of the refined Grecian

works of art.

His philosophy concerning the natural
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tendencies of the pupil in drawing further substantiates
the belief that graphics were commonplace during that
period.
In 30 p.C. the Roman architect Vitruvius wrote ten

volumes on architecture which discussed projection drawings as they were applied to structures; however, the

theory of projection was not well developed and professed until the period of the Renaissance.

After the fall of the Roman

pire, a

lull in architectural advancement prevailed.

The Lid-

:edieval.

die Ages brought forth a new architectural order under

the auspices of the church which gave birth to the

cathedrals of Europe.

According to Longfellow (28:165) Benedictine
Monks with a knowledge of building methods, made the
plans necessary for the construction of churches and
convents.

In explanation of a plan preserved by the

Benedictine Order, Longfellow (28:169) wrote:
The famous monastic plan preserved in the
Benedictine abbey of St. G-ail is not only the
oldest architectural working drawing left to us,
but a precise and authentic record of the manner
of building in the ninth century, and in some
ways more valuable than if it depicted a particular set of existing buildings, for it shows
the ideal at which the enlightened builders of
that day were aiming.
It is a drawing on osrehment, two and half feet by three and a half,
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dated 820, and sent to Gozper, abbot of St.
Gall at that time, by some friend who is not
identified, for uidanee or ugestion in the
rebuilding of his monastery vhich was then to
be undertaken.

Technical drawings of a rauch later origin, about
1300 A.D., used in designing the cathedrals of Siena,
Cologne, and. Orvito were discovered to have been executed in a crude farra of perspective. The theory of per-

spective, utilized by the arciitects in making the drawings, was not a product of that period, for the ancient
Greek mathematicians understood and applied, to some
decree, the basic principles of perspective. A well developed theory of perspective to be applied extensively
in graphics was not realized until the fifteenth century.
Modern. Drafting became significant during the
Renaissance in exDressin the innovations in architecture and eriineering, for creativeness was exalted during this oeriod.
Leonardo da Vinci (l42-l5l8), the celebrated engimeer, scientist, and artist, contributed much in the advancement of graphics. lije treatise on tainting which
included a complete and vivid description of the theory
of perspective was accepted by the other masters of the
time with enthusiasm, for they successfully adapted his
principles to their works.
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Leonardo's prolific genius was recorded in

personal notebook by his own hand through the use of

freehand sketches and accompanying notetions.

He

ein-

ployed the principles of both perspective and projeetion in his sketches; however, he favored perspective
as a medium of expression as observation of his draw-

Ings will testify.

This fact may be attributed to his

ability as an artist,

in which case, pictorial represen-

tation would be the natural tendency.

For the most

part, the sketches were done with pen and ink with little regard for scale or proportion which would suggest

that they were made rapidly as the ideas occurred to
him; nevertheless, his sketches of natural life express

meticulous execution.

A good portion of Leonardo's notes have survived
him to be published in

a

volume kflOvm as the uCodice

Atlantico" which has served as a source for present reproductions of his works in many books.
19)

Parsons (33;

describes the volume as containing four hundred and

two sheets and more than seventeen hundred drawings.

The theory of projection was elevated to the

status of a science through the investigations conducted by the famous Italian architects, Bruneliesehi

(1379-1446), and Alberti

(1404-1472).

Gaspard Monge
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(1746-1818), the French mathematician, gave further

refinement to the newly founded science in

a

on orthographic projection published in 1795.

treatise
Longe,

through introducing orthographic projection, not only
laid the foundation for descriptive geometry which

claims him as its father, but he also furnished a com-

pletely descriptive, concise mode of expressing inechanical intricacies which began to develop with the outset
of the Machine Age.

The invention of the steam engine by James Watt
in 1'774 launched the Machine Age.

Until this time, the

demand for graphics came principally through erchitecture, and they were executed freehand.

war and engineering were of such
usually

a

pictorial sketch

a

ivechanisms of

simple character that

ould suffice in the event

they could not be described in viriting; however, the designer of a machine was usually the builder.

The

Machine Age reversed this condition by placing greater
emphasis on the art of engineering which gave rise to a

wide-spread understanding of orthographic projection in
order to minimize confusion and unify productive efforts.

Drafting was practiced as an art during the first
half of the nineteenth century, and it began to assume
its significance as

s.

technical language. The drawings

rendered were quite elaborate, a carry-over from the
architectural influence; yet accuracy was not sacrificed for ornamentation.

Since that time, the trend

has been to omit superfluous details and color renderings in order to produce, in the shortest possible time,
a

severely simple but complete drawing for ease in in-

terpretation.

Modern drafting is considered to have started with
the introduction of the blueprint process in 1880 which

facilitated immeasurably the circulation of drawings.
Specialization in drawing arrived during this period as
a result of the high degree of specialization in indus-

try, but the conventions and standards established

through the years have been generally applicable in all
cases.

Some variations have been observed in the form of

idiomatic usage of the flanguae

peculiar to the indus-

try concerned.

L recent trend in graphics has made the power of
expression through freehand drawing significant.

Some

would view "Productive Illustration" as a regression
from the scientific advancement of orthographic projection;

however, it served its purpose by increasing

assembly efficiency in the aircraft industry during the
recent emergency and remains with a promising future.

A clear insight into the assembly of mechanisms was
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furnished the masses of workers untrained in the theory
of projection through this medium of "exploded" three

dimensional views.

Commercial artists were called upon

to iaake perspective sketches of t'ne parts of an assembly

in their correct relationship.

Although, today, the

finished drafts of technical drawings are

eneral1y

rendered with the aid of instruments, freehand drawing
still serves designers, engineers, and mechanics as a

spontaneous and rapid means of recording ideas and pertinent information.
Drawing in the School

Developments in Europe.

Drawing was taught in

sorne

of the earliest schools for its cultural aspects, but its

import as a fundamental study, subordinate only to reading and writing, was first proposed by Mulcaster (15311611), the noted English educator, in his curriculum for

the elementary school.

In relating Eulcaster's declara-

tion in support of his proposition, Bennett (6:33)
quoted,

the hand, the ear, the eye be the greatest

in-

struments whereby the receiving and delivery of our

learning is chiefly executed."

In further argument for

the position of drawing, lulcaster refers to the view-

points contained in Aristotlets "Politikes" as quoted

by Bennett (6:34):
There he sayeth, that as writing and reading

do minister much helpe to trafficque, to
houshoidrie,
to learning, and all publicke dealinges: so drawing by penne or pencil is vene requisite to make a
man able to judge, what that is which he byeth of

artificers and craftes men, for substannce, forme,
and fashion, durable and handsome or no: and such
other necessarie seruices, besides the delitefull
and pleasant.
J

treatise on educational reform by Sir William

Petty, published in London in 1647 included the following statement in corroboration of

u1cater's views con-

cerning the merits of drawing as a general education
study according to Bennett (6:4):
That in no case the art of drawing and
designing be omitted to what course of life
soever those children are to be applied, since
the use thereof for expressing the conceptions
of the mind, seems (et least to us) to be
little inferior to that of writing, and in many
cases perf'ormeth what by iords is impossible.

Pestalozzi (1746-1827) placed great emphasis on
drawing for teaching children to be conscious observers
of things about them and to relate their ideas
for

others to interpret.

.tn

alphabet for forni description

was devised so all things observed could be
translated
into graphic forni

,Tith reasonable likeness.

The

alphabet included straight lines, angles, circles, and
arcs which he believed to be the basis of ail

representation.

Through

graphic

exercises involving these
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rudiments, first singly and later combined to describe

natural objects, the pupil gained the perception of eye

measurement for evaluating objects in their true proportions.
In describing the status of drawing in the German

schools in 1893, Bennett

(6:

241) quotes a statement,

con-

cerning a two-year drawing course for pupils twelve to

fourteen years of age, reported by Stowe after a study
of elementary public instruction in Europe:

Elements of Drawing
talics in original quotatio
For this the pupils have already been
prepared by the exercises in ornamental writing in the previous part of the course. They
have already acquired that accuracy of sight and
steadiness of hand which are among the most essential requisites in drawing well. The first exereises are in drawing lines, and the most simple
niatheraatical figures, such as the square, the
cube, the triangle, the parallelogram; generàlly
from wooden models, placed at some little distance
on a shelf, before the class.
From this they
proceed to architectural figures such as doors
windows, columns, facades.
.A11 learn enough
of drawing to use it in the common business of
lire, such as plotting a field., laying out a
canal, or drawing the plan of a building; and
many attain to a high degree of excellence.
.

Technical drawing, as we know it today, originated
in France, and by 1865 it evidenced a high degree of re-

finement both in instructional methods and widespread
usage.

Early In the dissemination of orthographic draw-

ing, Bonaparte, after a personal survey of industry,
is quoted by Bennett

(6:276) to have said:
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I have found everywhere wor1aen distinguished in their craft, have great dexterity In
execution, but hardly one who can make a drawing
of the simplest type of a machine or could express his ideas by a sketch or by a memorandum.
I will fill it
It is a gap in French industry;
up.
No more Latin (that will be taught in the
lycees which are going to be organized), but
trades with the theory necessary for their progress. Here excellent foremen for our manufactories will be trained.

With this impetus, the art

of

drafting flourished.

The

fact remains that France maintained progressive measures in the field of drawing as It was felt to be the

indispensable basis for all good construction, and she
influenced the balance of the world with her methods.
The characteristics of the French methods of in-

structing drawing, prevalent in 1865, are significant
in that they manifest a tendency to coincide with cur-

rent methods;

Bennett (6:284)* outlines them as fol-

lows:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

Early emphasis on geometrical drawing,
followed by
Projection drawing leading up to dimensioned
sketches, at the same time giving special
attention to training the memory for form
and developing the constructive imagination.
Drawing to scale.
Machine drawing taught through the making
of sections and details from assembly drawings and assembly drawings from detail
drawings.

*A quotation by Bennett (6:285) from a report of
the French Connnission on Technical Instruction fully describing the method of instruction may be found In Appendix A.
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(5) Designing parts of iachines, applying
knowledge of strength of iateria1s.
(6) visiting factories to xaake dimensioned
sketches of machines from which finished
drawings were to be niade.

Attention is directed to the use of sketching in the
program outlined; it was introduced in the beginning as
an expedient in delineating the pupil's mental image of
the problem and recording pertinent information which is
quite in keeping with present practices in industry snd
the more progressive instructional situations.
Drawing in the United

vancement in the

art of

Lraerican education.

servations were

made

States.

drawing had

The European ad-

its influence

on

Writings were translated and obof the methods professed abroad

which caused Anerican educators to sense a need for

its

presence in the school. John Rubens S 'ith, a teacher
of drawing in 1822 wrote and published zThe uvenhle

paralleled Pestalozzi's philosophy
of "alphabet of form" in teaching drawing.
further
literary offering knoTi as "The Eye and Hand" cane from
;Ji1liom Bentley Fowle who translated a French drawing
Drawing Book", which

bookby Louis Benjamin Francoeur in 1827. The book by
Francoeur liad satisfied an order given by Bonaparte to
prepare a text for the national schools of France.
Through observation of European schools in 1843, Horace
ann recognized and advocated the value of drawing in

the school. Mannts report during the seine year to the
Massachusetts Stete Board of Education on "The Value of
Instruction in Drawing" lead. the board in 1846 to place
drawing on the list of subjects to be taught in the
Bennett (6:440) quotes from Mann's
report as he emphasized the import of draviin both to
the pupil and the teacher:
Drawing, of itself, is an expressive and
pen
beautiful language. A few strokes of the
what
eye
or pencil will often represent to the
no amount of words, however, well chosen, can
communicate. For the master architect, for
the engraver, the engineer, the pattern designer,
the draughtsran, nioulder, machine builder, or
head mechanic of any kind, all acknowledge that
But
this art is essential and indispensable.
condition
or
business
of
there is no department
would not be
in life, where the accomplishment able
to plot a
be
should
of utility. Every man
draw the
to
a
river,
or
field, to sketch a road
household
of
piece
a
outlines of a simple machine,
delineate
to
end
furniture, or a faming utensil,
the internal arrangement or construction of a
house.
school,
. . .every teacher, even of the humblest
line&r
art
of
the
with
acQuainted
be
ought to
drawing, and be able to form all the necessary
figures and diagrams not only with correctness
but with rapidity. But in teaching neviagation,
in
surveying, trigonometry, geometry, etc.;
in
optics,
in
powers,
mechanical
describing the
natural
of
branches
various
astronorny, in the
philosophy, and especially in physiolory, theteach
will
teacher who has a command of this art, faster
incomparably better, and incomparably
than if he were ignorant of it. I never saw a
teacher in a German school make use of a ruler
or any other mechanical aid, in drawing the
most nice or complicated figures. I recollect

elementary school.
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no instance in which he was obliged to efface
a part of a line bec use it was too long, or to
extend it because it was too short. If squares
or triangles were to be formed, they caine out
squares or triangles without any overlapping or

deficiency.
In 1840, Rembrant Peale introduced drawing in the

Philadelphia high school.

According to Clark (11:16)

Peale had his pupils sketch first from copies and later
f ron

nature.

His system also presented freehand drawing

to the pupil before mechanical drawing, for it was his

belief that training of the eye and hand was

a

requisite

for entry into any mechanical vocation.

Fron 1870, which marked the beginning of the industrial arts movement, to the present, draving has gained ever-increasing importance in the school.

In 1870,

the legislature of Lassachusetts, through the demands of

industrialists for the inclusion of technical education
in the public schools, passed the act which established

drawing in the public school curriculum; it also provided
free instruction in the subject in either day or night

school for persons over fifteen years of age in cities
of more then 10,000 population.

The drawing taught in

the public schools emphasized its industrial utility

rather than its cultural values.

Under the able guidancc of such exponents as Professor Walter Smith and

Lir.

JoIin D.

Fhilbrick, Liassachu-
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setts, led the nat ton in educational developments in

Many of their developments were borrowed from

drawing.

the highly refined methods abroad.

Because of their

background in art, they stood solidly against the pure

mechanical drawing

hich later dominated industrial

arts drawing.
The need for drawing and design by industry was

disclosed at the centennial exhibition at Philadelphia
in 1676.

In response to the rising industrial need for

technical training, Professor Calvin M. .ioodward established his manual training school in St. Louis which
gave instruction in technical drawing.

Moreover, Pro-

fessor Vîoodward's school, illuminating his tireless effort and philosophy, served as probably the most out-

standing single influence in the promotion of the industrial arts movement.
The

industry of

will remain

the pacemaker

for

Js Mann once wrote according to Bennett

the school.
(6:441) ".

man

.

.whatever is important to men to know, as

men, should be learned by children in school."

CEA.PT

III

THE STtJDY

Jlthough drafting in the cl&ssrooi is generally
rainteined in an air of abstraction, its basic concepts
are borrowed fron the industrial field in order to fortify the characteristics of its name. If this were not so,
there would be little purpose for its inclusion in the
curriculum of the modern high school in its present ca-

pacity. .[ith this in mind, the study was focused on
namely:
principal
teachers, the industrial drafts±en, and'the employers of
the

latter
The

ences on

group.

teachers represent one of the greatest influthe lives of youth, the nacion's potential labor

force. It is upon their guidance and instruction that
many pupils will later rely in seeking employment. This
group was canvassed to obtain data, both objective and
subjective, vthich would connote the conditions, methods,
and. scope of experiences prevalent in the instruction of
drafting.
Since the employers of the draftsmen designated
them as tile best in

their

employ, the responses gained
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from this source were believed to be indicative of
petent judgement in matters concerning the scope

com-

aiid

methods employed in teeching high school drafting.
Industrial concerns represent a

good.

proportion of

the future employers of high school pupils not intending
to continue their formal education after high school

graduation;

therefore, the employer group voiced the

facts and opinions regarding desired as well as necessary Qualifications of prospective employees and the use
of technical sketching.

These data secured from educational and industrial

sources as a result of this study will first be treated

by groups, separately, in order to build for each
ficient background setting.

a

suf-

Later, a composite treatment

of these findings will be presented to facilitate the nak-

ing of comparisons.

Teachers' Ratings
In order to furnish an insight

under which the drafting teachers

o±

into the conditions
Los

ngeles labor,

a brief background is presented to reveal their situation.

ÌJthough various curriculum committees have contributed
toward the present suggested general course of study in

drafting for the city schools, only those serving on the
corumittees were observed to practice the recommendations.
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By and large each teacher displayed a program of his own

design.

For the most part, the teachers devoted their full
time to the subject, since drafting was administered in
all cases as
all, 33 (75')

a

unit shop subject.

Of the 44 teachers in

stated that they taught drafting exclu-

sively; the remaining 11 (25%) taught in addition, such

subjects as mathematics, stagecraft, art-craft, photography, and coaching.

One teacher was also principsi of an

evening high school.

The undivided interest in the ma-

jority of cases exemplified the desires of the teachers
By way of interest, 3 of the 33

to instruct in drafting.

teachers instructing Lull time held Doctorates in the
field of education.

Classes: Size and

Nnber per

Teacher.

For the number of classes assigned each of the 44

teachers in beginning, drafting, the range was found to be
from

i to

5

classes, with a median of 2 classes.

The

average class size for the foregoing cases incliceted a

medien of 30 pupils with
See Table II.

a

range of from 9-40 pupils.
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Table

Classes: Size and

II

Number

per Teacher

Frequency Range
Beginning classes per teacher

44

1-5

Class size

44

9-40

Iedian
2

30

figures suggest the crowded conditions experienced
in some portions of the city as e result of the recent
sharp influx of population in the Los Angeles metropolitan area. In no instances were the classrooms designed
to facilitate the extreme case represented; the usual
original capacity was approximately 25 pupils.

These

Draftin Instruction:

centge of Puïil

.Iaxinum

CoLiDletion.

Offering and Estimated. Per-

In contrast with the beginning classes, the teachers
were also responsible for as many as 13 other semester

units of work in drafting which represented the vocational
provisions in the school to assist the specializing few.
The maximum number of semester units offered in drafting,
and the estimated. percentage of pupils completing the
maximum offering are shown in Table III.

Table

III

Drafting Instruction: Maximum Offering and. Estimated
Percentage of Pupil Completion
Iiumber of cases
I,':aximum

units

offering in semester

Estimated percentage of pupils
completing maximum offering.

Range Liode

Z5

4-15

6

34*

3-25

10

The one omission is contributed t
racob Rus hUgh
School, a corrective school, where pupils seldom complete
the program.

relationship between the nximum offering in semester
units and the percentage of pupils completing the maximum offering was observed to be inversely proportional;
that is, the extreme of 25 completion represented. the
maximum offering of only 4 units whereas the 3% compietian corresponded to the 15 units. The mode signifies
rather clearly the common offering of the schools as well
as the relatively small percentage of pupils who avail
The

themselves of the vocational phases of the high school
program.

Drafting was a universal reciuireiaent for the
pupils majoring in industrial arts; however, in some
cases where
was

facilities

did.

not permit, only one semester

required instead. of two.

trial

percentage of indusarts majors was generally small; therefore, the
The
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balance of the pupils enrolled were taking drafting as
an elective subject.

Course Aims andApplication in First Year Drafting.
The predoluinant aim in the first year course of

study was unanimous (93% of the cases) expressed as sub-

stantiating general education.
('7%)

Only

of the 44 cases

dIrected their efforts with vocational emphasis;

this condition was fostered through laying the ground

work for advanced courses during the first year.
ever,

in the degree of generalization concerning their

year
(80%)

How-

drafting, only 35 of the 44 responses

replied that it could be considered a terminal

course with the remaining

negative response.

9

cases (20%) presenting a

In keeping with the thought of

general education, an average of approximate percentages on the distribution of emphasis revealed a 54% to

46% relationship between the xuastern of theory and the
excellence of appearance in pupil work, respectively.
Representations of these data may be seen in Graph 1,

parts A, B, and

C,

respectively.

Graph i
Course Aims and ApDlication in First Year Drafting

This apDarent state of incompatability regarding parts
.P

and B of Graph i may be due to a loose usage of terrai-

nology; in any case, part B shoving 8O

of the cases gen-

eralized, is probably the more accurate accounting of the

proper interpretation of general education and its application.

Part

C

shows how the appearance of the pupil's
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work is subordinated to the mastery of theory which is in
agreement with the attributes of general education.

Distribution in the Use of Visual Aids.
The visual aids most commonly used among the 44

teachers in supplement to demonstrations, aside from the
textbook are best denoted in Table IV.

Table IV

Distribution in the Use of Visual Aids
Visual Aid

FreQue11e of Use

Percent

Blackboard

44

100.00

Flash-card

2

9.09

MImeograph

31

70.45

Model

40

90.91

8

18.18

"Glass" Projection Box

20

45.45

Cardboard Developments

31

70.45

3

6.84

16

36.36

Clay Model

Slides
liotion Pictures

The eircnstance rendered by all of the teachers through

admission that the blackboard was used extensively is
significant; sketching is indispensable in the conveyance
of thought.
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In response to the inquiry whether or not "produc-

tion illustration" was included in the program of
studies, 14 (32%) replied in the affiriìetive while the

remaining 30 (68%)
tive.

cknow1edged the question in the nega-

The intention of this inquiry was to discern the

degree of interest naintained by the teachers in pertinent industrial developments;
it prove eabarrassing.

in only a few instances did

All of those professing the use

of "production illustration" offered it as a specializa-

tion feature during the advanced work.
The foregoing has served as a cursory survey of

conditions relevant to the subject of drafting in general.

Attention will now be focused on the aatters pertaining
to the specific problem.

Teachers' Background In and Use of Freehand Drawing.

À search into the teacher's freehand drawing back-

ground disclosed the origin of his apparent interest in
its use as a vehicle of learning.

Of the total 44 re-

sponses, 23 (52) stated that their first sketching came

by way of an industrial experience, 19 (43) associated
its inception with collegiate training, and 2

the experience in a leisure time activity.

(5) found

This would

indicste that they all had a knowledge of sketching.

An
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indelible impression must have been formed by the inclus-

trial contact for it

s

through this group that the

freehand drawing method round its greatest outlet. They

numbered 21 out of 38 or 55% of the total number who professed the use of tuiS method, leaving 16 persons (42%)

with the college inception and
time experience.
parts

J

and B.

1

(3%)

with the leisure

or these relationships see Graph 2,
The six teachers omitted in part B re-

presented that group which did not believe freehand drawing should be included in the first year drafting course.

Little appreciable difference resulted from the six
missions.

orn-
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Graph

2

Teachers' Background In and Use of Freehand Drawing

Leisure 5%

Leisure 3%
Co11eg
4Ç4
7a

ocat lonal
2%

Colleg'
A

eEl-

z1

- onal

55%
B.

A.

Freehand Background
of the 44 Teachers

Background of the
38 Teachers Using
Freehand Drawing

Distribution of Time in Freehand Drawing.

For the 38 teachers using the freehand drawing method,
the median of the approximate percentage of time devoted to
its use was established at 10% with the extremes of 2% and

55%.

The median for the approximate percentage relation-

ship of time applied to freehand orthographic and pictorial

drawing was found to be one of 50% to 50%.
parts A and B.

See Graph 3,

In other words, the 10% of the total time

devoted to freehand drawing would be divided equally be-

tween freehand orthographic and freehand pictorial.
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Graph 3

Distribution of Time in Freehand Drawing

rehand

Freel

-
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L0%

gra-
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cal
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Average Number of Plates, Freehand and Mechanical.
The averages of the estimated average number of

plates completed. during the first semester drafting class
of each type, freehand and mechanical,

are shown in Table

V.

Table V
Average Number of Plates, Freehand and Mechanical
Freciuency

Percentage

Range in
No.Plates

ResDonse

Ronse

Freehand

22

50

1-30

4

Mechanical

44

100

12-38

20

Median

The differential of 16 cases between the 22 exhibited in

Table V as using freehand plates and the 38 formerly
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mentioned as using the freehand method, resulted from
the teacher's informal presentation of sketching; thus

the term "plate' was not warranted.

These informal

sketches Dreceded each instrumental drawing.
J

ratio between averages was established at 1:5

in the use of freehand and mechanical plates by those

professing the use of both media.
pupils were encouraged by 38

the 44 teachers

of'

or 86% to use pictorial sketches as en aid to visualizIng a working drav'iag; the remaining

6

(14%)

did not be-

lieve it was of any value.

Introduction of Freehand Drawing by the Teacher.

Freehand drawing was believed to be used most advantegously, preceding, each instrumental drawing, by 16 (42%:
of the 38 teachers using the freehand method in order to

insure understanding of the immediate problem.

Those be-

lieving it should end off the course as an additional
learning area numbered 12 (32%) of the responses;

in

this way, the freehand drawing method was believed to

provide masterful expression through applying the theory

already obtained.

The remaining 10 (26%)

of the cases

believed that sketching should precede all else in order
to establish a QUiCk,

over-all understanding of the

selected. drafting theory.

Refer to Table VI for

coni-

pElrisons.

Table VI

Introduction of Freehand Drawing by the Teacher
Frequency

Point of Introduction

Percentage

Rank

In the beginning, as a means of
establishing an over-all understanding of the selected drafting
principles to be presented

10

26

3

Preceding each instrumental
drawing, in order to insure
understanding of the immediate
problem.

16

42

1

At the

end.

of the course,

as an

additional learning area to
provide masterful expression
through applying the theory
already obtained

12

32

2

Ju$tification by the Teacher$ of Freehand Drawing in the
Course for Beginners.
The 38 teachers using the freehand drawing method

justified its presence in their beginning course in the
order of rank, obtained from the mean scores of their

weighted opinion, indicated in Table

1111.

Numerical

values were cutonatically assigned. to each statement in
Table VII when the individual ranked them in the order of
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their importance; numeral i signified the most important.
A summation of these assigned values levied by the indi-

vidual rendered the raw score.

Responses were gained only

on those statements which coincided with the

individual's

viewpoint; this explains the apparent omissions existing
in the column marked "frequency."

Table VII
Justification by the Teachers of Freehand Drawing
in the Course for Beginners
ilean

Frecjencjr

Score

Rank

It is logical, since the pupil
exercises past experience in

acquiring

a

new experience

37

2.67

3

Basic drafting theory can be
advantageously divorced f ron
instrumentai techniques for
more extensive and. more rapidly executed pupil activity.

34

2.32

2

It serves to impress the pupil
with its possibilities as an
effective means of expression
in daily life.

38

2,68

4

industrial activities.

38

2.26

The cost of required materials
is held to a minimum.

32

4.84

5

6

----

--

It is used extensively in

It should not be included
in the drafting course
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Percentage of Tinie Devoted to the Areas
¶acher Ratings.

oÍ'

Learning--

Those areas of learning offered. by the teachers in
the first year course

and.

the percentage of time ä.evoted

to each LaSy be seen in Table VIII.

The rank, based. on

the median percentage, was assigned in order to designate
the importance attached by the teachers to the eleven

areas of learning with the greatest frequency of response.

Each teacher described the relationship of the

tLue spent in the various areas on a percentage basis.
J.11

of the 18 suggested areas received at least one re-

sponse v;hich would indicate an effort by some teachers
to offer a very broad experience to the pupil.

Sketch-

ing was incidental and supplementary to the areas of

1earnin

in most cases; however,

some formal plates

were accomplished freehand as previously related in
Table V.

5].

Table VIII

Percentage of Time Devoted to the Areas
of Learning---Teaeher Ratings
Frequency
of Response

Range of
Percentage

edian Rank

Orthographic

44

10-50

20

2

Working Drawing

43

5-55

25

1

Lettering

42

2-30

5

6

Dimensioning

3?

1-15

5

7

Sectioning

41

2-15

10

3

Auxiliary Projection

33

2-15

7

5

Isometric

41

3-25

10

3

Fasteners

23

1-20

5

8

Developments

33

2-30

8

4

Ob1iue

33

1-10

3

9

Perspective

10

1-15

5

Architectural

6

3-38

5

Structural

4

1-12

4

Map

i

--

i

Pipe Drawing

4

1- 3

2

Electrical

2

1- 5

3

Charts and Diagrams

4

2- 5

4

20

1- 5

2

Reproductions

10

Draft snien'

s

Ratings

Institutions Furnishing Draftsmen with Initial Draftin

Ji

glance at the educational background of the 55 in-

dustrïal draftsmen is revealing.

Their first knowledge

of drafting theory was obtained as expressed by 42 (76%)
of the group in high school, 9 (16%)
in technical school, and 1

(2%)

in college,

3

(6%)

in vocational school.

Of the 42 obtaining their first knowledge in high

school, 13 (31%) of them did so in one of the Los Angeles high schools.

A successful comparison of the opi-

nions of these draftsmen and those of their former teachers was impossible, since the turnover has been too great
in recent years.

For the relationships concerning ini-

tial theory see Graph 4.
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Graph 4
Institutiofl$ Furnishing Draftsnen

With Initial Draftin Theory

Vocational School
2%

Technical School
6%

College
16%

High School
76%

Educational Characteristics
Draftsmen.

o±

High-School- Trained

The cinount of prevocational preparation varied great-

ly as would be expected of a group this size.

A range

of fron one and one half years of high school, or its

equivalent, to five years of architectural trsining in

college was encountered in these 55 cases.

Of the 42

who had high school training in drafting, 16 (38%) con-

tinued on to college, 12 (29%) sought further training
in technical, vocational, or night school, and 14 (33%)

entered industry directly with no further training. The

average experience in industrial arts drafting for the
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group entering industry directly from high school was
3 years.

This latter condition exemplifies industry's

recognition of the hi

school draftin

Drograin.

See

Graph 5.
Graph 5

Educational Characteristics of High-School-Trained
Draft sraen

Further
specialized
training 29%

Continued on
to college

38%

Entered Indus
Liirectly 33%

Use of Freehand Method in Learning

afting Theory.

The 55 draftsraen learned the theory of their art
throup'h the freehand drawjnr method to the degree shown

in Graph 6.
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Graph

Use of Freehand

2,Iethod in

6

Learnin

Drafting Theory

Wholly Used 5%
partially
Used 69%
None 26%

Those expressing their training as wholly freehand were

former commercial artists serving now as illustrators in
the motion picture industry end in architecture.

Extent Draftsmen Use Sketches.
Indicative of the import of sketching, 30 of the
55 draftsmen or 55% disclosed that

it

is

frecuently used

in the description of a single product of maintenance or

design;

22 responses or 40% lndiccted that it was seldon

used while again the 3 illustrators representing 5% ex-

pressed its use entirely.
used.

None stated that it was never

These data are represented in Graph 7.
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Graph

7

Exteitt Draftsmen Use Sketches

Entirely

Used

Frequently
Used

55%

Seldom
Used
40%

Sketches Llost Frequently Used by Draftsmen.

Orthographic sketches were conceded the more fre-

industrial draftsmen; 36 (65) of the
draftsmen signified a greater use of orthographic
sketches while the remaining 19 (35.) utilized the pictorial sketch to a better advantage. Graph 6 will bear
this out.
quent usage by

5?

Graph 8
Sketohes Most Frequently Used by Draftsmen

Pictorial
Sketches
35%

Orthographic
Sketches 65%

Importance of Sketching to the Draftsmen,.

Sketches were ranked by draftsmen first in importance as expedients in conveying thoughts and information.

Ranking was accomplished through

a

mean score ar-

rived at by totaling the values automatically assigned

the individual ranked them in their
importance; numeral 1 signified the most im-

the statement
order of
portant.

when

For the ranks furnished the other uses of

sketching see Table IX.

Table IX

Importance of Sketching to the Draftsmen

Frequency
of response

Mean
Score

Rank

Conveying thoughts and information to others
rapidly

55

1.42

As a means of recording
data

49

3.26

4

In the solution of design
problems

54

2.29

2

Pictorial sketches as an aid
in interpreting an intricate
working drawing.

46

2.85

3

Recoimnended Introduction of Freehand Drawing by the
Drat'tsnien.

Freehand drawing was believed to be used most ad-

vantageously at the beginning of the course as

a means

of

establishing a quick, over-all understanding of the selected drafting theory by 30 (55%) of the 55 draftsmen.
Those believing that sketching should precede each instru-

mental drawing in order to insure understanding of the immediate problem numbered 21 (38%) of the responses while
the remaining 4

('7%)

of the cases would have it at the end

of the course as an additional learning area to provide
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masterful expression through applying the theory already obtained.

Refer to Table X for comparisons.
Table X

Recoxiimended Introduction of Freehand Drawing,

By the Draftsmen
Point of Introduction

Frecjuency

Percentage Rank

In the beginning, as a means
of establishing an over-all
understanding of the selected
drafting principles to be

presented.

30

55

Preceding each instrumental
drawing, in order to insure
understanding of the immediate problem.

21

38

2

4

7

3

At the end of the course,
as an additional learning
area to provide masterful
expression through applying the theory already
obtained.

Justification by the Draftsmen of Freehand Drawing in the
Course for Beginners.
In the case of the draftsmen, not one considered

sketching useless in teaching drafting, and their first

justification for the use of sketching was that it serves
to impress the pupil with its possibilities as an effec-

tive means of expression in daily life.

The teachers

ranked this same vindication as fourth in importance,

which was the only difference displayed

opinion.

throuh

combined

ranking scores in Table XI
were a suniiation of the automatic values assigned as beSee Table XI.

The

fore where the individual ranked the statements in their
order of importance; numeral i signified the most iniportant.
Table XI

ustification

by the Dr&ftsien of Freehand Drawing
in the Course for Beginners

Frequency
iiean
of response Score

It is logical, since the
pupil exercises past experience in acquiring a
new experience.
Basic drafting theory can be
advantageously divorced from
instrunentsl techniques for
more extensive and. more rapidly executed pupil activity.

Rank

53

2.55

3

54

2.33

2

54

1.70

1

48

3.22

4

31

4.81

5

--

--

It serves to impress the pupil
with its possibilities as an
effective means of expression
in daily life.
It is used extensively in
industrial activities.
The cost of required materials
is held to a minimum.

It should not

be included in
the drafting course.

--

ru
Areas of Learning Hecoìinienaed by the Draftsmen for
Freehand TreatLient.
The selection of the necessary areas of leerning,

adcpteble to freeiand treetrent, yet insuring the well
rounded understandin

of the subject during the first

year course, mey be seen in Table XII as the draftsmen

viewed the problem.

The selected are1s of learning were

ranked in their order of importEnce by each draftsman

which automatically assigned values of rank; numeral i
was again considered most important.

since there

ws

no

prescribed number of responses, none were considered for
comparison beyond the fewest areas ranked, which was

eiht.

This measure was taken in order to include the

opinions of all of the draftsmen.

Only the first eleven

areas receiving the greatest frequency of resonses were
given a combined rank, for the others lacked significance.
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Table XII
reas of Learning Recormuended by the Draftsmen
for Freehand Treatnient

Frequency
of Response

Mean
Score

Rank

Orthographic

41

2.07

1

:Jorking drawings

49

4.06

4

Lettering

53

2.81

2

Dimensioning

48

5.04

6

Sectioning

48

5.77

8

Luxiliary Projection

19

5.94

10

Isometric

54

5.64

7

Fasteners

1

8.00

Developments

14

6.50

II

Oblique

23

5.78

9

Perspective

42

3.76

3

Lichitectural

20

4.10

5

Structural

11

6.54

Map Drawing

7

457

Pipe Drawing

1

8.00

Electrical

1

6.00

Charts and Diagrams

4

6.00

Reproductions

2

4.50
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Employers' Ratings

Although vocational education is not the ami of the
high school, it is interesting to study the employer's
opinions, concerning draftsmen'

their general implicetions.

qualifications, for

s

Liany of the pupils

who do

not avail themselves of further formal education will
be confronted, quite suddenly upon graduation, with the

policies determined by employers.

Llinimum Qualifications for the Drafting Room.

A minimum qualification for entry into the drafting
room was found to be in

7

(7O) of the 10 cases,

year high school preparation;

preparation while only
school background.

1

(10%)

2

a two

(20%) reouired a college

required a vocational

The first mentioned qualification im-

plies the reliance placed by industry upon the high
school industrial arts drafting program.
see Graph 9.

For conparisoes
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Graph

9

Minimum Qualifications for the Drafting Room

Vocational choo
Preparation io1:

College Preparation 20%

Two Year High
School Preparation 70%

Appraisal of an Employee's Sketching Ability.
The consideration granted a prospective employee

with a working Imowledge of technical sketching, other
things being equel, is shown in Graph 10, parts A, B,
and C, representing positions in the drafting room, the

administration, and the production force, respectively.
"Yes" or "No", indicates for each group whether or not
the prospective employee would be given greater consideration.
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Graph 10

Appraisal of an ]nployee's Sketching Ability

A.

Drafting Room

B.

Administration

C.

Production Force

positions Demanding Technical Sketchin.
Those positions inferring leadership in personnel
or ideas find sketching a required asset.

The positions

listed in Table XIII were the ones volunteered by the
employer group as demanding a working knowledge of technical sketching.

Table XIII

Positions

Demanding Technical Sketching

Positions
Draftsmen

Fr e quen c y

LIentioned
10

Engineer

6

Superintendent

4

Foreman

5

L:achinist

2

Designer

4

Illustrator

3

Architects
Electriciens

3

Sheet LLetal Layout

1

1

Importance Attached to Sketching by

nployers.
The employers considered sketching most importent
as a time saving method of conveying thoughts and infornation; this was similar to the combined draftsmen responses shown in Table IX. Of course, this merely con-

firms the response one would expect from an industrial
concern where time and money are synonymous. Scoring
for subsequent ranking was accomplished as before where
the automatic evaluation of each statement resulted from
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the individual ranking them in the order of their im-

portance; numeral 1 was most important. This, along with
the ratings of other functions of sketching, are shown
in Table LIV.

Table XIV
Importance Attached to Sketching by

Frequency
of response

p1oyers

Tean

Score

Rank

Conveying thoughts and inforination to others rapidly.

10

1.4

As a means of recording data,

10

2.7

3

10

2.4

2

9

3.4

4

In the solution of design

problems

Pictorial sketches as an aid
in interpreting an intricate
working drawing

Areas of Learning Desired by

uployers of Draftsmen.

The areas of learning desired of those entering

their emp1onent as draftsmen were ranked in order of importance by each of the 10 employers.

These automatic

values determined the rank of each of the eleven areas

receiving the greatest frequency of response.

Since

there were no prescribed number of responses, none were

considered for comparison beyond the fewest number given

1]

which was seven; this was done in order to include the
See Table XV.

responses of all the employers.
Table XV

ployers, of Draftsmen

Areas of Learning Desired by

-

Frequency
of response

L:ean

Rank

Score
1.8

1

g

2.1

2

lo

2.8

3

Dimensioning

9

4.1

6

SectioninG

9

5.6

S

Auxiliary Projection

3

5.7

9

Isometric

3

6.7

10

pasteners

1

7.0

Deve1oxients

2

7.0

il

Perspective

4

5.3

7

Architectural

4

33

4

StructuTal

2

4.0

5

1

2.0

Pipe Drawing

1

1.0

Electrical

1

3.0

Charts and Diagrams

1

4.0

Reproductions

--

--

Orthographic
Viorking Drawing

Lettering

Oblique

iïap

Drawing

Composite Treatment for Comparisons

Each croup has furnished
leled. to assist

data which will

in the making of

be parai-

comparisons.

Some mo-

dificat ions in the extent of the f orraer treatment of data

we

found necessary in order to direct attention wholly on

the salient characteristics of this study.
Of the 44 teachers contacted, 38

(86%) professed

the use, to some degree, of the freehand drawing method

in

their course for beginners.

(14%)

The remaining 6 teachers

saw no purpose for its inclusion in the beginning

course.

.

median of 10% expressed the approxfluate in-

struotional time devoted to the freehand drawing method.
by the 38 teachers using it.

The time spent

on freehand

drawing was divided between orthographic and pictorial
forms on a median percentage relationship of 50% to 50%.
On the other hand, the 55 draftsmen revealed that

sketching was used by all of them.

The extent of its

use was shown to be "frecjuent" by 30 (55%) of the drafts-

men, "seldom used" by 22 (40%), and "entirely used" by
3

(5%).

Orthographic sketches were used more frequently

thanthe pictorial form by

36

(65%) of the draftsmen

while 19 (35%) expressed the reverse condition.

Com-

parisons of these data are shown in Graph 11, parts A,
B,

and C.
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Graph 11
Co1parisons in Extent of Freehand Drawing
Usage in Schools and in Industry
Indus t ry

Schools
ket ching
!Tot Used
14%

Used by All
Draftsmen
(100%)

Sketching Us.
86%

Entirely
Used 5

etching
10%

Sel dorn
Used 4v

.iireq.uently

Used 55%

Lechanioal 90%

Pictorial Sketches
Used LIost 35%

Freehand pictorial 50%

.,

.

50%

Freehand Orthographic

Orthographic Sketches
Used LIost 65%
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Table XVI shows a comparison of the importance of

sketching indicated by the draftsmen and their employers.

The

"Ra1" indicates the position

of importance as-

sined by each group through combined opinion.
Table XVI
Comparison of Opinion on the Importance of Sketching
by Draftsmen end Their
p1oyers

Rank by
Draftsmen

________ ____

Rank by
iiployers

Conveying thoughts & information

1

1

meens of recording data

4

3

In the solution of design problems

2

2

Pictorial sketches as an aid in
interpreting an intricate working drawing

3

4

a

The inclusion of freehand drawing in the drafting

course creates the problem of when it should be introduced in the learner's experience.

Table XVII indicates

the opinions on this matter maintained by the teachers

and the draftsmen with ranks denoting the greatest fre-

quency concurred. on each.
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Table XVII
Comparison of Opinion on the Point of Introduction
of Sketching by Teachers and Draftsmen

Rank by
Teachers

Rank by
Draftsmen

In the beginning, as a means of
establishing an over-all understanding of the selected drafting principles to be presented.

3

1

Preceding each instruiaental
drawing, in order to insure
understanding of the inniediate
problem.

1

2

At the end of the course, as an
additional learning area to
masterful expression
through applying the theory
already obtained.

2

3

Table XVIII, presents the opinion of the teachers
and draftsmen on the justification of the freehand drawing method in the drafting course for beginners.

The

rank denotes the importance levied on the statements by
the group.
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Table XVIII
Comparison of Opinion 3ustifying'eeh3.nd Drawing
by the Teachers and the Draftsmen

__________________

Ranked by
Teachers

Ranked by
Draftsmen

is logical, since the pupil
exercises past experience in acquiring a new experience

3

3

Basic drafting theory can be
advantageously divorced from
instrumental techniques for
more extensive and more
rapidly executed pupil activity

2

2

It serves to impress the pupil
with its possibilities as an
effective means of expression
in daily life

4

1

industrial activities.

1

4

The cost of required materials
is held to a minimum.

5

5

It

It is used extensively in

I

comparison of the necessary areas of learning in

drafting as viewed by the teachers, the draftsmen, and
the employers of the latter is shown in Table XIX. Al-

though the employer group expressed the knowledge of the
areas of learning as those desired of a prospective employee,

it is

comparison.

interesting to include these data in the
The ranks assigned the areas of learning
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specify their relative importance.

For the teachers,

the rank was determined, through the median percentage
of time devoted to each area; whereas the mean score
of the draftsmen and the employers was the determinant
in each case.

Not all of the possible areas were

ranked; only the first eleven with the greatest freq,uency of response were considered

from each group, for

the remaining areas lacked significance due to the few

cases they represented.
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Table XLC

Comparison of the Importance Assigned the Learning Areas
by Teachers, Draftsmen, end
ployers
Rank by
Teachers

Rank by
Draftsmen

Rank by

n1oyers

Orthographic

2

1

1

Working Drawing

1

4

2

Lettering

6

2

3

Diin.ensioning

7

6

6

Sectioning

3

8

8

Auxiliary Projection

5

10

9

Isometric

3

7

10

Fasteners

8

Developments

4

11

11

Oblique

9

g

Perspective

3

7

Architectural

5

4

Structural

Reproductions

5

10

CHAPTER IV

SIJ&RY ND RECOÌTDATIONS
Summary
Throughout the history of mankind, drafting in
sketch form has assisted in the expression of ideas,

Eerliest men probably used it as his sole language while
civilizations of later ages used it chiefly in planning
their monumental works of art.

Sketching has had its

advocates; Leonardo da Vinci exemplified its worth

through usage while Pestalozzi professed its value in
developing children to become conscious observers of
things about them.

Drafting is of paramount importance in this

engi-

neering age, for technological advancement has evolved
into reality through this medium of graphic expression.

As never before, a conscious need has been

maintained in the minds of those illiterate in this
'1language",

since their environment will not let then

rest in ignorance.

Through the recognition of this

need, the high school has included drafting in its

curriculum as an industrial arts subject in order to
give the masses an insight into the rudiments of draft-
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in&:

theory.
Two schools of thought exist in the

sentine drafting theory.

ianner of pre-

There are those who contend

that the pupil activity shouldbe wholly mechanical,

while others insist upon the use of freehand drawing as
an aproach to drafting theory, end as
the mechanical techniques.

views that this study

vs

It

a

supplement to

was upon these different

founded.

The purpose of the

study, in general, was to determine if there is tangi-

bl

evideuce in support of the freehand drawing method

of teaching drafting theory at the secondary school

level.
In approaching the problem, three principal groups

were studied; they were tìe high school industrial arts

drafting teachers of Los Angeles, industrial draftsmen
of thct area, and the employers of the latter group.

The coverage of these groups vas

accomplished by

inter-

view, which afforded an opportunity for the writer to
see conditions as they existed.

This effort encompas-

sed 44 drafting teachers, 55 draftsmen,

and 10 employ-

ers.

The study of the teachers disclosed that 38 out of
the 44 responding or 86% used freehand drawing in sup-

plementing the instrumental drawing.

On the basis of

the median of their responses, these 38 teachers de-
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voted 10%
ins.

o

their instructional time to freehand draw-

As between orthographic and p1ctori1 freehand

drawing, the median percentage relationship was found
to be

5Oio

each.

The use of pictorial sketches was

encoureged in interpreting intricate working drawings
by the 38 teachers professing the freehand drawing
method, whereas the remaining
lieve it was of any value.

6

teachers did not be-

The greatest percentage of

teachers using sketching introduced it preceding each

instrumental drawing; 16 of the 38 (42%) represented
this group.

The other two alternatives were designated

in this order: at the end of the course 21 (32%) and
at the beginning of the course 10

(26%).

In justifying the presence of freehand drawing in

their courses, the 38 teachers indicated as their first
defense, through combined response, that: 1) it was used

extensively in industrial activities.

Following in

close second was the justification that: 2) more exten-

sve

and more rapidly executed pupil activity could be

effected through divorcing theory and instrumental execution.

The remaining justifications were ranked in

the following order:

3)

logical approach, using a past

experience in acquiring a new one; 4) effective means of
expression in daily life; end

5)

low cost of instructional
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materials required.
The eleven areas of learning most frequently
f ered the

of-.

beginning pupil were f ourid to be, in their

order of importance: working drawings, orthographic

projection, sectioning, isometric, developments, auxiliary projection, lettering, dimensioning, fasteners,
oblique, and reproductions.

Â polling of the activities and opinions of the 55
draftsmen revealed that 30 of that number 55% used
sketches "frequently's in describing a single product of

maintenance or design; 22 (40%) indicated "seldom used",
while 3 (5%) expressed its use "entirely used",

Draftsmen favor the use of orthographic sketches
to the pictorial form as 36

(65%)

confirmed this prao-

tice, while only 19 (35%) were of the reverse opinion.
In ranking the importance of sketching, considering

usage, the draftsmen believed it most importcnt as a

means of rapidly conveying thoughts and inrorniation to
others.

Other uses by order of rank were in design so-

lution, interpretation of working drawings, and record-

ing data.

Of the 55 draftsmen, 30

(55%) voiced the

thought that sketching should be used in the beginning
of the course for establishing over-all understanding
of selected theory; 21

(38%) would have it used before

ee.ch

instrumental drawing, while the remaining 4

('7%)

recounnended. its use as an additional learning area at

the end of the course.

In justifying the use of free-

hand drawing in the beginners course, through combined
opinion, the 55 draftsmen believed it was best defended
as an effective means of expression in daily life.

The

other vindications in their order of importance were

more extensive and more rapidly executed pupil activity
effected by divorcing theory and instrumental execution,
logical approach using a past experience in acquiring a

new one, used extensively in industry, and low material
cost.

The eleven areas of learning most frequently sug-

gested for freehand treatment in the course for beginners were ranked by the draftsmen in the following order
of importance: orthogrcphic projection, lettering,

per-

spective, working drawings, architectural, dimensioning,
isometric, sectioning,

oblique, auxiliary projection,

and developments.
Employers of the draftsmen contributed information
on current minimum requirements for drafting room posi-

tions and opinions concerning the use of technical

sketching.

Their combined opinion has shown the general

acceptance of high school training in this particular
field for direct application in industry;

7

(70%) of the
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lo employers stated that two years of high school prepa-

ration was a minimum requirement while the remaining 3
(30%)

considered only a more specialized training.

In

general, the draftsman and the administrator are required to use the power of expression gained through. sketchIng, as jndïoated by the employers, while members of

the production force need not be so equipped.

This group

considered sketching most important as an expedient in
conveying thought and information which was identical to
the draftsmen's response.

The other uses of sketching

were cast in the following order of Liportance: for design solutions, for recording data, and for interpreting
working drawings.
The eleven areas of learning most frequently desired
of a prospective employee for the drafting room, were

ranked in the following order of importance: orthographic
projection, working drawings, lettering, architectural,
structural, dimensioning perspective, sectioning, auxi-

liary projection, isometric, and developments.
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Beeoxnrnendat ions

After careful consideration of the findings of this
study, the following recommendations have been offered:

General.
1.

That all first year courses in drafting be
generalized to include the greatest number
of experiences possible within the limited
time in order to develop understanding and
appreciations in the pupil.

2.

That greater emphasis be placed on mastery
of theory than on excellence of appearance
in pupil effort.

3.

That teachers of drafting be well grounded
in the use of sketches during their college preparation, not only in knowledge
and. appreciation of its value but in. proficiency of manipulative techniques as
well.

4.

That teachers be cognizant of all pertinent
industrial developments in order to insure
a vital offering to their pupils.

Specific.
1.

That sketching be used niore extensively
more intensively in presenting drafting
theory to the beginner.

2.

That greater emphasis be placed on orthographic than pictorial sketches; the use
of the latter being encouraged as an aid
to the interpretation of an intricate working drawing.

3.

That the freehand drawing presentation inelude the following areas of learning in
order to insure a well rounded knowledge
of theory during the first year drafting
course: orthographic projection, lettering,
working drawings, perspective,

and.

architectural, dimensioning, sectioning,
isometric, oblique, and auxiliary project

4.

ion.

That the freehand drawing method be introduced in the beginning as e means of
establishing ali expeditious, over-all
understanding of the selected theory to
be presented during the first year course
in drafting; to be followed with the
mechanical execution of similar problems.

For Further Study.
1.

An experimental study in order to determine the relative effectiveness of the
two methods, freehend and mechanical, in
presenting drafting theory.

2.

An experimental study in order to compare
the degrees of efficiency obtained by the
two methods of presenting drafting theory
by freehand sketching; as a whole in the
beginning, and preceding each instrumental
drawing.

3.

A comparative study between the over-all
freehand presentation of drafting theory
e.t the beginning of the course and
gestalt Psychology.
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UOTLTIOIT
UPON THIS STUDY

HISTORICAL

APPENDIX A

Frora Bennett (6: 285)

the Central School as ìt La :lartinere, the pupil
from his first entrance begins to draw in perspective
from models; then he passes quickly to projection, which
is more closely connected. with the labour of the workshop. As soon &s he has accjuired sufficient skill, the
following plan is pursued: a model is placed before 12
or 14 pupils; the teicher t&kes it to pieces before
them, expicins the principel arrsngements, drews attention to the different forms, and. after having given
the model. The pupil
all necessary explanations reraoves
instrwnents,
and
viithout
memory
from
execute
must then
and sections
details
the
and
of
whole,
sketches of the
the
the
Víhen
recjuired by the teacher.
the
elapsed,
has
memory
from
execution of this drawing
points
teacher
the
model is replaced before the pupils,
out the corrections to be made, and a pupil placed close
to the model takes all the nessure.ments and dictates
the dimensions, The model is once nore removed, end
from the sketch the pupil must now nicke a drawing to
scale. This kind of work, and a little draing of ornament and prectice in tintine, constitute the study of the
and third years, the
first year. Durin the secondtime
to time the drawing
from
pupils while continuing
of study. Drawkind
another
on
pass
to
fron memory,
not to be serbut
them,
to
are
given
ings of machines
a section on a
draw
to
recjuired
vilely copied; they are
way
the pupil can
this
line marked on the drawing. In
never copy a drawing without understanaing it; he must
analyze it in all its particulars for hiraseif. To
others, again, is given a draving, as for example, of
a steam-engine, teken from some work on machinery,
together with the text which accompanies it. The teacher explains to the pupil a certain portion of the machine - the cylinder for instance, with the arrangement
of its parts; tue latter must then draw every piece of
to a
it (es if it were taken completely to ispieces)
finished the
certain fixed scale. When this work
copy is removed, and the pupil must proceed to draw
At

the whole from the drawings which he hc.s already made
or the parts.
In these two divisions the young en are
also practiced in making designs ol' parts of machines
according to the principles o1 the strength of materials
which they have learned in school; designs for boilers
according to the principles of physics; desixs of
machines or of buildings of all kinds as applications
As a
of tile sciences which they have studied at school.
supplement to the study of drawing, the pupils of the
second and third years visit every Thursday certain m.anufactories whIch are fixed upon, and must brine back
figured sketches of some of the machines; these they
must afterwards reproduce as finished dravixigs to scale.
Lfterwards from all these drawings a selection is made
of those which possess most interest, or are of the
greatest utility, and these being lithographed, an
albi is made inteimded specially for the use of the
pupils of the school.
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.à.PPEIIDIX B
QTJESTIONNJ.IRE

Form

1.

How many

2.

That

beginning classes do you usually have each

semester?_________

is the average

class?____________

3.

T

number of

pupils in

a

beginning

is predominant in your first year course of
_______Vocational preparation

Which aim

study?

______General education

4.

is the first year's

that

it

Yes______

5.

work generalized to such a degree
could be considered a terminal course?
No____

which do you place greater emphasis? (Please indicate relationship on a percentage basis).
_____Mastery of theory
_____Excellence of appearance through the developOn

ment of motor

skills.

is the maximum offering in drafting at your
school, in semesters? ____-_____
7. Approximately what percentage of the pupils enrolled
for first year drafting complete the maximum offer-

6.

What

ing?__________

8.

Approximately what percentage of instructional tiaie
is devoted to freehand representation?___________

9.

How

is the time

on

freehand drawing divided? (Please

indicate relationship on a percentage basis). Orthographic______ Pictorial______
10. At what point in the learner's experience is freehand
drawing introduced? (Please indicate with a check).
In the beginning, as a means of establishing
an over-all understanding of the selected
drafting principles to be presented.
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______Preceding each instriental draing, in
order to insure understanding of the immediate problem.
______At the end of the course, as an additional
learning area to provide masterful expression through applying the theory already

obtained.

(Please stete any other method not

il.

Do

n

you encourage the use of

aid to visualizing

listed).
pictorial sketching

as

a working drawing? Yes______

o

12.

Then did you first introduce freehand drawing in
your course of study for beginners? (Please indi-

cate the year)._____
13. What Is the average number of plates completed by
a class in first serester drafting? Freehand_____
Lechanical
14. Whet areas of learning do you offer the beginner
during the first year's work? (Please indicate
those areas offered by the approximate percentage
of time devoted to each).
____Orthographic

____Working drawings

____Lettering
____Diniens ion ing
____Sectioning
____Auxiliary project ion
_____Isometric
_____Fe- st en ers
____Developments
15.

_____Ob

li q.ue

____Perspeet ive
____Archit ectural
____St ru et ural
Iap drawing
____Pipe drawing
_____Electrical
____Charts and Diagrams
Reproduct ions

offer instruction in production illustraYes
No
.
At vihat point in the lee-rnera's experienceis it introduced?
____During the first year's work
____As a specialization feature in advance

Do

you

tion?

work.

16.

the following visual aids are employed in
presenting the initial problems and demonstrations?
Vihich of
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_____Blackboard sketches
_____Flash cards
_____Mimeographed job plans
______Mo deis

______Clay Modeling

_____"Glass" projection box
_____Cardboa rd developments
______Slides
_____Motion

list

(Please

17.

pictures

any others)

teach drafting exclusively? Yes
No
taught.)
list
other subjects
(If no, please

Do

you

-.

your freehand drawing background gained principally through:
_____participation in class study during
college training?
_____vocational necessity from industrial experience?
______pursuit of a leisure time activity?
19. How would you justify the presence of freehand drawing in your course of study for beginners? (Please
indicate numerically in the order of importance;
numeral 1 being most important.)
_____It is logical, since the pupil exercises
past experience in acquiring a new experience.
_____Basic drafting theory can be advantageously divorced from instrumental techniques for more extensive and more rapidly
18.

Vlas

executed pupil activity.
_____It serves to impress the pupil with its
possibilities as an effective means of
expression in daily life.

is used extensively in industrial acti_____The cost of recjuired materials is held to
a minimum.
_____It should not be included in the drafting
______it

vities.

course.
(Please

list

tioned.)

any other support not men-
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Q.TJEST IONNA IRE

Form D
1.

Where did you obtain your first knowledge of drafting principles?
(Please indicate with a check.)
_____In high school (If you attended a Los
Angeles city high school please state
which one and years attended.)

_____In college
_____On-the- job-training
_____Night school (high school adult training
program)

_____Technical school
______Vocational school
2.

How many years of drafting preparation did you underemployment?
school
_____High
______College
Night school
_____Technical school
_____Vocational school

go before seeking

.

3.

To what degree did you learn drafting principles
through the use of freehand drawing technique?

_____None
4.

______In part

____Wholly

To what extent are freehand working sketches employed in describing a single product for maintenance or

design?
______Never used
used
-_____Seldom
Frequently used

______atirely
5.

used.

How do you employ freehand sketching? (Please indicate numerically in the order of importance to your
work; numéral i being most important.)
_____Conveying your thoughts and information to
others rapidly
_____As a means of recording data
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_____In the solution of design problems
_____Pictorial sketches as an aid in interpreting an intricate working drawing.

6.
7.

sketching do you perform more frequent1y? (Please indicate with a check.
Orthographic____ Pictorial____
In view of revision of the present traditional
courses in high school drafting, how could the inelusion of freehand drawing be justified as a service to the beginning pupil in the mastery of
drafting theory? (Please indicate numerically in the
order of importance; numeral i being most important.)
_____It is logical, since the pupil exercises
past experience in acquiring a new ex_____Basic drafting theory can be advantageously
divorced from instrumental techniques for
more extensive and. more rapidly executed
pupil activity.
______It serves to impress the pupil with its
possibilities as an effective means or expression in daily life.
_____It is used extensively in industrial activities.
_____The cost of required materials is held to

Which form of

i.

a minimum.

_____It should not be included in the drafting
course.
(Please list any other support not mentioned.)
8. At what point in the learner's experience would you
recommend the introduction of the freehand drawing
techniaue? (Please indicate by a check.)
_____In the beginning, as a means of establishing an over-all understanding of the selected drafting principles to be presented
during the course.
_____Preceding each instrumental drawing to insure understanding of the immediate problem.
_____At the end of the course as an

additional

learning area to provide masterful expression through applying the theory already
obtained.
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9.

areas of learning should be offered the beginner through freehand drawing to insure a well
rounded knowledge of the subject during the first
year's work? (Please Indicate those areas selected from the following list numerically in the
order of importance; numeral i being most impor-

What

tant.)

_____Orthographic
_____Working drawings
_____Lettering
_____Dimensioning
______Sectioning
_____Auxiliary pro-

jection

______Isometric

_____Fasteners

______Developments

______Ob

li que

______Perspect ive

_____Architectural
St ru et ural
_____Map drawing

_____Pipe drawing
______Electrical
_____Charts and diagrams
_____Reproduct ions

9.6

QT3ESTIONNAIRE

Form E

1.

2.

What niiniinuxa background

qualifications

must one

possess in order to enter your employment in the
drafting department?
___High school preparation in drafting (two
years or more).
_Vocational school preparation in drafting.
___College preparation in drafting received as
incidental to engineering studies.
_Graduate architect or equivalent.
(Please list any other necessary qualifications).
Would a prospective employee be considered more
valuable if he possessed the ability to make technical sketches freehax; other things being equal?
(Please indicate by yes or no).
____for a drafting room position
____for an administrative position
____for a place in the production force.

positions in your organization demand a working
knowledge of tecimical sketching?

3.

What

4.

Why do

you consider the use of sketches important?
(Please indicate numerically in the order of iniportance; numeral J. being most important).
____Time saving method. of conveying thoughts
____As a means of recording data
____Used effectively in the solution of design

problems.

____Aids in

interpreting working drawings

by

using pictorial sketches.
5. VTh.ich of the following areas of drafting knowledge
would be desirable of those seeking your employment
as draftsmen? (Please indicate those areas selected from the following list numerically in the order
of importance; numeral i being most important).
____Orthographic
____Oblique
____Perspective
____Working drawings
____Architectural
____Lettering
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_____Dimensioning
______Sectioning

_____Auxiliary pro-

jection

______Isometric

_____Fasteners

Developments

_____Structural

drawing
_____Pipe drawing
_____Ele ctr leal
_____Charts and
d iagrains
_____Reproductions
_____riap

I:j

APPENDIX

C

Schools and Teachers Contacted in the Survey

Phineas Banning High School

Winn, Herman Pitt

Bell High School

Herold, Henry Danelle

Belmont High School

Weir, David

Canoga Park High School

Squire, Loyd Parker

Dorsey, Susan Miller High School

Jepson, William August

Eagle Rock High School

Brauer, Easton Buryl

Fairfax High School

Riggs, G.D.

Francis, 3ohn H., Polytechnic
High

Linton,

Benjamin Franklin High School

Sherinyan, William K.

ohn C. Fremont High School

rohn Albert

Brown, Harry Preston
Hall, Walter

Gardena High School

Spicer, Claude Earle

James A. Garfield High School

Dobric, Fred Robert

Alexander Hamilton High School

Lowe, R.I.

Hollywood High School

Blake, G.J.

Huntington Park High School

erril1, W.R.

Thomas Jefferson High School

Reilly, W.F.

Jordan, David Starr, High
School

Welty, Carl D.

Abraham Lincoln High School

Badger, Alex J.

Los Angeles High School

Becker, Franklin R.

Manual Arts High School

Richards, ohn A.
Woods, Walter Allen

John Marshall High School

Flam, August
Hiel, Frank L.

Nathaniel Narbonne High School

Hunt, Ellis A.

North Hollywood High School

Gullord,

Jacob Rile High School

Pien, Ernest Eliglo

Theodore Roosevelt High School

Shearer, L.R.
Thomas, H.W.

San Fernando High

Knowlton, C.H.

i1liam Earl

Odell, T.D.

San Pedro High

Amann, E.G.
Def ever, Edniond

South Gate High

Reynolds, Frank R.

Torrance High

Burchett, Jeines H.

University High

Armstrong, John W.
McLoughlin, Stuart

Van Nuys High

Ingrain,

Venice High

Gyllenswan, Gunnar E.
Lord, Earl M.

Verdugo Hills High

Sours, A.rchie L.

George Washington High'

Cundiff, Stanley M.
uistorff, Otto W.

Woodrow Wilson High

Currin, Clarence R.

John P.

loo

APPENDIX

D

Organizations Contacted In the Survey
Axelson Manufacturinz. Company, 6180 Boyle Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Bash Ross Tool Company, 5856 Boyle Avenue, Los Angeles,

CaliThrnia.

California Cornice Steel and Supply Corporation, 1620
North Spring Street, Los Angeles, California.
Eagle-Lion Studios, Hollywood, California.
Lockheed Aircraft Cor9oration, urbank, California.
Mid-Test Piping and Supply Conpany, 520 South Anderson
Street, Los Angeles, California.
Survey Division--Los Angeles County, Los Ane1es,

California.

Williams, Paul R., Architect, 3757 Uilshire Blvd., Los
Angeles, California.
Western Electric-Research Division, 7501 Romaine St.,

California.
and Becket, Architects,
Angeles, California.

Hollywood.,

Wurdeman
Los

3757

Viilshire

Blvd.,

